company profile
Evgeny Galikhaydarov:
‘Some Euro 500 000 has
been invested in new
machinery and upgrades.’

Recyclene aims to take plastics and
e-scrap recycling in Russia to the next level

Wanted: modern techno lo
2017 has been declared the ‘Year of Ecology’ in Russia. Major changes in
environmental legislation are expected to boost recycling rates. ‘There is huge
potential growth for any recyclables in Russia,’ claims entrepreneur Evgeny
Galikhaydarov, founder and owner of plastics recycling company Recyclene.
By Martijn Reintjes

E

vgeny Galikhaydarov is fired with
ambition as he looks to move his
business and operations forward which in Russia can be quite a challenge.
‘The major problems for recyclers are the
same as for many other private enterprises in Russia: unpredictable government
regulations and pressures, an unstable
currency rate, lack of affordable bank
financing,’ he summarises.
According to Galikhaydarov, who is
founder and owner of plastics recycler
Recyclene, the banks do not consider
recycling as a solid business. ‘The margins
are rather low, the market is mostly selfshaped and a significant part of it is in the
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so-called “grey zone” with non-registered
transactions taking place,’ he explains. ‘A
bank loan against an 18-23% interest rate
is the best an ordinary small or mediumsized company can get.’

A market leader
The Recyclene Group is a rapidlygrowing business that specialises in
plastics recycling. Operating three plants
and employing 130 people, the company
processes up to 15 000 tonnes of postconsumer plastics per year. ‘We have four
integrated washing lines for PE film and
HDPE plastics with an overall production
capacity of up to 3000 kg per hour, and
10 pelletising reprocessing lines with an

overall production capacity of up to 5000
kg per hour,’ Galikhaydarov explains. ‘We
process various kinds of post-consumer
plastics.’
Headquartered in Moscow and with
subsidiary plants in Kaluga and St Petersburg, Recyclene lays claim to a 15-20%
market share for recycled plastics in central Russia.
The company’s main facilities are
located in the city of Maloyaroslavets
some 120 km south west of Moscow in the
Kaluga region. On 25 000 square metres of
company-owned land, there is a modern
facility that started production as recently
as March last year and is currently processing up to 500 tonnes of plastic scrap
per month. Three other buildings, each
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occupying 1500 m², are to be built over the
next two years.

On the move
Some 15 km outside the Russian capital,
the company rents buildings which used to
be mechanical workshops. ‘This subsidiary
plant produces up to 700 tonnes per month,’
says the entrepreneur. ‘But because the
buildings are old, not designed for recycling
and with an exaggerated rent due to the close
proximity to Moscow, we plan to relocate
these operations to Maloyaroslavets step by
step within the next two years and concentrate the main production force there.’
The St Petersburg plant, meanwhile,
can produce up to 250 tonnes per month
and serves customers’ needs in the north
west of Russia.

New investments
In the past couple of years, the company has ploughed ‘huge’ investments
into upgrading capacity and modernising

Awaiting shipment: plastic flakes stored at Recyclene’s warehouse.
technologies. ‘Our biggest investments in
recent years have been for acquiring our
own land for facilities in Maloyaroslavets
and for construction work,’ says Galikhaydarov. ‘Also, some Euro 500 000 has been
invested in new machinery and upgrades.’
In search of new sorting equipment, he
has recently visited two major European
recycling technology trade shows - IFAT
and K-2016. ‘We used to buy affordable
Chinese machines, but at K-2016 we made
a contract with Vecoplan of Germany for
a state-of-the-art V-ECO-1300 shredder

which is due to be commissioned and
started up at our Maloyaroslavets plant in
the first quarter of 2017.’

Huge recycling potential
Galikhaydarov aims to build a broadbased recycling business covering not only
plastics but also metals, glass and paper.
‘There is huge potential growth for any
recyclables in Russia,’ he says. ‘The recycling rates are still very low compared to
developed countries. For example, the

o logy, proper collection
‘Money-making regarded as disgraceful’
Evgeny Galikhaydarov was born in 1971 in the former Soviet
state of Kazakhstan to an ordinary Soviet family: his father
was a school teacher and his mother an economist. So it was
not a given that he would go on to build a career in business.
‘During the Soviet Union period, any private business activity
was considered criminal (up to 1986) - you could end up in
prison even for reselling a pair of jeans,’ he recalls. ‘Since my
family was absolutely law-abiding, private trading and moneymaking were regarded as not only illegal but also disgraceful.’
Initially, he built a business as an importer of beer and sweets
before starting up a paper recycling plant at Almaty in the late
1990s. But in the year 2000, frustrated by social and political
developments in Kazakhstan, he decided to move his facility ‘including two balers’ - to Moscow and start again from scratch.
‘Paper and plastic scrap more than often go hand and hand, and
slowly but surely plastics recycling became my main business

activity,’ he says. ‘So in 2009, I left the paper trading company
and launched a family-run plastics recycling company.’
Galikhaydarov graduated from the Sports Academy in Kazakhstan and studied foreign relations at the University of Moscow. He speaks Russian, English, Italian and Chinese. He
describes himself as an entrepreneur ‘who sees opportunities
where others see problems’.
Galikhaydarov is married and has three sons. One has graduated and works for the company; the other two are currently at
university.

Evgeny Galikhaydarov together with his cousin and
business partner Rodin Nikita (left) and their wives.
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Cheap landfilling, cheap energy
The lack of a proper collection infrastructure and of modern sorting and recycling facilities result from a lack of investment. And this low level of investment is
a direct consequence of poor regulation,
according to Galikhaydarov. ‘Landfill tariffs in Russia are among the lowest in the
world,’ he points out. ‘Some landfills can
legally accept your unsorted municipal
waste for about 10-15 Euro per tonne. So
why would you invest in complex sorting
facilities if landfilling is so cheap?’
Another reason for the lack of modern sorting and incineration plants is the
relatively low oil and gas price in Russia.
‘Clearly, no waste-to-energy plant can survive with the existing (very low) tariffs for
electricity and heating water,’ he says.

Commercial scheme
The role of companies such as Recyclene is ‘very clear’, according to Galikhaydarov. ‘We have to be more advanced, more

flexible and more successful. Plastics recycling companies like ours don’t really rely
too much on municipal solid waste sorting
facilities. The recyclable plastic and paper
markets have been shaping themselves
from the early 1990s. Any warehouse,
any supermarket or other enterprise with
packaging paper and plastic waste will
collect it and sell it to recycling companies
like ours. This process is not regulated by
any government requirements or rules. It
is absolutely a commercial scheme. On a
daily basis, we are trying to cover as many
of these self-organised entities as possible
and to involve new ones.’

Change to boost business
As mentioned earlier, ecology is being
put under the spotlight in Russia this
year, with ‘lots’ of legislative changes
in the pipeline. For example, some form
of extended producer responsibility
scheme and a corresponding ecological fee are being implemented from this
year onwards. As a result, new projects
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greater Moscow area is home to 20 million people, together generating 11 million
tonnes of municipal solid waste per year of
which almost 90% is still being landfilled.’
According to Galikhaydarov, modern
sorting facilities are few and far between
in Russia. ‘Sorting rates are not exceeding
8-10%, while modern sorting complexes
with versatile equipment including optical
sorters achieve 25-30% and even 75-80%,’
he observes.
In Russia, this dearth of modern sorting facilities and undeveloped separate
collection systems lead to a single stream
of municipal solid waste. Paper, plastics,
glass and organics are all consigned to
the same bin and to the same truck. ‘The
quality of recyclable materials cannot be
good with this approach,’ Galikhaydarov
laments. ‘Existing sorting facilities can
offer recyclers only mixed film, poorlysorted HDPE and PET bottles. All these
products are still highly contaminated and
need deeper and costly resorting at recyclers’ facilities, often ending up as poorquality regranulate.’
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and businesses have been started up or
will be launching soon. Also, there is an
increasing number of modern collection
trucks on the streets of Moscow and of
other major Russian cities, while new
sorting and recycling facilities are beginning to pop up.
These developments will clearly boost
Recyclene’s activities, not only in terms of
plastics recycling but also in other recycling and waste management niches.
Some new projects are ‘under development’, confirms the company’s owner. ‘In
late 2016, we obtained a licence for e-scrap
handling and are going to grow significantly in this direction. We are also looking for an experienced European partner
to develop this business together.’

Evgeny Galikhaydarov
purchased a new shredder
at the K-2016 trade show.

Robust, Reliable, Eff icient and Easy Installation
That’s how we make the big difference, the Metso Way.
Metso’s NIS Series Inclined Shears are available with shearing forces of 660, 880, 1100 & 1375 tons and
provides field proven performance on multi-materials and excels in processing long material and bulky
scrap.

N-Series
Clamshell Shear/Baler/Logger

Find out more about Metso’s full scale N-Series product range at:
http://www.metso.com/industries/recycling/metal-recycling/
#MoreRecycling

N-Series Lid Baler (NLB)

N-Series
Triple Compression Baler (NTB)
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